Optimization problems in IMRT inverse planning are inherently multicriterial since they involve multiple planning goals for targets and their neighbouring critical tissue structures. Clinical decisions are generally required, based on tradeoffs among these goals. Since the tradeoffs cannot be quantitatively determined prior to optimization, the decision-making process is usually indirect and iterative, requiring many repetitive optimizations. This situation becomes even more challenging for cases with a large number of planning goals. To address this challenge, a multicriteria optimization strategy called lexicographic ordering (LO) has been implemented and evaluated for IMRT planning. The LO approach is a hierarchical method in which the planning goals are categorized into different priority levels and a sequence of suboptimization problems is solved in order of priority. This prioritization concept is demonstrated using two clinical cases (a simple prostate case and a relatively complex head and neck case). In addition, a unique feature of LO in a decision support role is discussed. We demonstrate that a comprehensive list of planning goals (e.g., ∼23 for the head and neck case) can be optimized using only a few priority levels. Tradeoffs between different levels have been successfully prohibited using the LO method, making the large size problem representations simpler and more manageable. Optimization time needed for each level was practical, ranging from ∼26 s to ∼217 s. Using prioritization, the LO approach mimics the mental process often used by physicians as they make decisions handling the various conflicting planning goals. This method produces encouraging results for difficult IMRT planning cases in a highly intuitive manner.
Introduction
Intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) plans are typically determined using a planning technique termed inverse planning (Barth 1990 , Boyer et al 2001 . Currently, the usual inverse planning paradigm consists of (1) defining the anatomical structures to be used for optimization of the plan, (2) creating beams divided into small beamlets or fluence bixels and (3) optimizing the beamlet fluences driven by an objective or cost function. Although many different types of cost functions have been described in the radiotherapy literature (Bortfeld 1999 , Kessler et al 2005 , Mohan 1996 , Niemierko et al 1992 , Wu et al 2000 , 2003 , virtually all inverse planning has been performed using a single cost function.
However, there is general consensus that while these techniques may lead to acceptable or even excellent IMRT plans, there are a number of deficiencies associated with this type of approach: (1) it is extremely difficult to select the appropriate cost function (type, parameters, etc) which will lead to what the physician considers to be the 'optimal' plan, (2) most planners continue to use a trial and error approach to choosing or adjusting cost function type and/or parameters in an effort to improve the plans obtained from the inverse planning system, (3) since there are fundamental conflicts between the need to increase dose to the tumour while decreasing dose to each of the normal tissues, the clinical tradeoffs between complication probability and tumour control probability are very difficult and not unique, especially since so few tissues have accurately known dose-volume-response relationships and (4) due to all the uncertainties described above, there may be many solutions (plans) which are very different in how they treat particular tissues while at the same time being potentially very similar in the overall cost function value. In practice, optimizations are performed in a multiple trial-and-error manner until an acceptable solution is found.
Recently, in order to address some of these issues, multicriteria optimization strategies have begun to be applied to inverse planning problems. One such strategy involves preparation of many alternative solutions that are optimal in terms of the Pareto optimality concept (Pareto 1906) . A pool of solutions that encompasses the wide range of tradeoff space is presented to a planner. Then, the planner navigates the solutions and selects the best quality plan based on a personal preference and intuition. This Pareto approach is often called an a posteriori articulation of preference method (Marler and Arora 2004, Messac 2002) in which the planner avoids time-consuming optimization trials while making a decision with the pre-computed alternative solutions. Research efforts are being made towards the efficient generation and navigation of Pareto optimal solutions (Bortfeld et al 2003 , Cotrutz et al 2001 , Craft et al 2005 .
For IMRT problems with the planning goals exhibiting distinctive levels of importance or priority, a priori articulation of preference methods such as lexicographic ordering (LO) (Marler and Arora 2004, Miettinen 1999) can provide an intuitive and efficient way of generating a plan solution. In this approach, the planning goals are categorized in order of priority, and a sequence of small problems with selected goals are optimized one level of priority at a time until the entire planning goals are addressed. By subdividing a large multicriteria problem, the complex space of tradeoffs can be significantly simplified, thereby reducing the need for iterative optimization trials. Preemptive goal programming is a similar method that also benefits from the intuitiveness of planning goal/objective prioritization; this concept was introduced to the radiation oncology community by Langer et al (2003) . The present study demonstrates the first successful implementation of LO for clinical IMRT planning.
In this paper, the implementation of the LO method is described and its efficacy for IMRT planning is demonstrated using a straightforward prostate case and a relatively complex head and neck IMRT case. Various implications of using the LO method for direct inverse planning as well as its use for a decision-supporting role in plan optimization are described and discussed.
Methods and materials

Lexicographic ordering method
The conventional method used to solve IMRT optimization problems minimizes a mathematical function (the objective or cost function) whose minimum hopefully corresponds to the desired planning result, i.e., the 'optimal' solution. For a given planning case, since multiple planning criteria associated with many tissue structures are to be optimized, the cost function in the plan optimization, F (x), is a collection (i.e., vector) of individualized functions, f i (x) corresponding to each planning criterion. The general plan optimization problem thus can be posed as a multicriteria optimization (MCO) problem:
where N, m and e are the total numbers of objective functions, inequality and equality constraints, respectively. The vector x ∈ n represents n design or control variables that are optimized during the planning. In the case of IMRT, those variables are the intensities of beamlets. Although a plan solution that simultaneously optimizes all f i (x) is most desirable, except for trivial cases, such a solution is not usually attainable. Instead, the best-compromised solution based on the planner's implicit preferences towards individual planning criteria is sought through tradeoffs. The need for a decision-maker's intervention in the optimization process is known to be a primary characteristic of MCO problems (Steuer 1985) .
In IMRT planning, the conventional approach for dealing with the MCO aspect of the problem is to use a scalarization approach, in which multiple objective functions are combined to form a single function. Due to their simplicity and effectiveness, these methods are predominantly used not only for RT problems, but also for general engineering and scientific MCO problems (Marler and Arora 2004) . One of the most common scalarization approaches is the weighted-sum method:
where the w i are weight factors assigned to each objective function ('costlet', Kessler et al (2005) ) in order to articulate the planner's preferences. The best values of the weight factors cannot be easily determined since (a) the numerical quantities of all f i (x) are typically not based on a uniform scale; (b) the number of trading objective functions can be large; and (c) the consequences of a given tradeoff cannot be quantitatively known prior to the optimization. Lexicographic ordering (LO) is a MCO method that can potentially avoid the use of the weight factors by incorporating priorities of the individual planning criteria (objective functions) explicitly in the optimization process. The LO method solves a sequence of small optimization problems in order of priority as follows:
The first step in this method is to categorize the objective functions into different levels based on their importance, the highest level (i = 1) being the most important. Then, a conventional search algorithm (a nonlinear constrained optimization algorithm in our implementation) is used to solve one level of optimization problem after another, starting at level 1 (i = 1). While the method progresses down from level 1 to level N (the final level), the preceding objective functions are converted to inequality constraints, with boundary values, f j (x * j ), set by the a priori attained solutions, x * j = arg min f j (x)subject to the constraints from the upper level. Accordingly, the number of constraints increases up to N − 1 at the final level of optimization. When more than one planning objectives are identified as a similar priority, it is possible to combine them into the same level by a linear combination (typically with unity weights), as in equation (2). After minimizing the composite function, the individual objective functions are turned into constraints for the subsequent levels of optimization. This approach allows the total number of priority levels (hence the total number of optimization runs) to be reduced for a given planning case. The LO method is often referred to as a feasible space reduction method, since the feasible space is gradually reduced with gradually added constraints as the LO method progresses.
Optimization system and implementation
All the work presented here, including the LO-based optimization, has been performed using our in-house developed IMRT plan optimization system ('UMPlan/UMOpt') (Kessler et al 2005 , Vineberg 2002 , Jee et al 2005 . UMOpt supports a general framework of IMRT inverse planning for external beam radiotherapy including various types of cost functions, a number of search algorithms and other features. For routine IMRT planning, including all work shown here, a convolution/superposition dose calculation algorithm, originally based on the work of Mackie et al (1985) but heavily modified for IMRT (McShan et al 2006) , is used. During optimization, the doses to the regions of interest, D v , are calculated as follows:
where x l is the intensity of the lth beamlet (from a total of n beamlets) and T l,v represents a pre-computed coefficient matrix that quantifies a dose contribution from the lth beamlet with unity intensity to the vth dose calculation point. Typically, the dose calculation points are randomly distributed throughout the patient tissue structures. Based on the dose distribution, UMOpt uses a comprehensive set of planning metrics to compute objective function values, f i (D v (x) ). These metrics include those related to straightforward dose statistics (min, max, mean), dose-volume relationships (DVH, uniformity) and biological model-based metrics (TCP, NTCP, EUD, V eff ). A detailed description of the planning metrics in UMOpt can be found in Kessler et al (2005) . Implementation of the LO method in UMOpt required two important additional software components: an efficient search algorithm that can explicitly handle nonlinear constraints and a flexible method of calculating high quality Jacobians for interactively created objective and constraint functions.
Since IMRT planning generally poses large-scale optimization problems (>300 control variables, i.e., beamlets) with nonlinear planning metrics, a large-scale nonlinear programming (NLP) algorithm called sequential quadratic programming (SQP) (Nocedal and Wright 1999, Gill et al 2002) has been used. The general idea of SQP is based on modelling (or approximating) nonlinear-constrained optimization problems by quadratic programming (QP) sub-problems and searching with directions obtained from the minimization of sub-problems.
The particular SQP implementation used in this study employs a BFGS reduced-Hessian algorithm (Broyden 1970 , Shanno 1970 eliminating complex computations of the Hessian matrixes and a globalization strategy called the line search method (see Gill et al (2002) for a detailed theory of SQP).
Since the numerical performance of SQP depends significantly on the accuracy of Jacobians for objective and constraint functions, they are computed exactly using an automatic differentiation (AD) algorithm called ADOL-C (Griewank et al 1996 , Jee et al 2005 . AD algorithms automatically compute derivatives (in any order) of mathematical functions given as a computer program. Since any function in a program, no matter how complicated, executes a sequence of elementary arithmetic operations, by applying the chain rule repeatedly to these operations, derivatives can be computed automatically and accurately to machinelevel precision (Griewank et al 1996) . Specifically, ADOL-C was chosen to facilitate and expedite implementation of complex optimization metrics free of errors in derivatives by taking advantage of the operator-overloading mode of ADOL-C. Early results indicate that highly accurate derivatives provided by the AD algorithm are essential to obtain both feasible and optimal solutions for each level of LO optimization in a practical optimization time (Jee et al 2005) (see also table 3).
IMRT cases
The LO approach is demonstrated using IMRT planning for two cases: (1) a simple prostate case and (2) a clinical head and neck case. The simple case is used merely to demonstrate the basic behaviour of the LO method, and consists of a prostate structure (representing a target volume) and a bladder and a rectum (representing critical structures) surrounded by four oblique-angled 6 MV fields. These fields are subdivided into ∼570 beamlets with each having a dimension of 5 × 5 mm 2 . The planning goals used in this example are arbitrarily chosen to best illustrate the basic functionality of the LO method and are described in section 3.
The clinical head/neck case is shown here as an example of a full complex clinical case. The goals of treatment are described in detail in section 3 while illustrating the LO method, but include multiple competing goals, including sparing non-involved tissues (especially the parotids) while also delivering very conformal, homogeneous and high dose to the bilateral neck targets (Eisbruch et al 2001 , Eisbruch 2002a , 2002b . The prescribed dose for the primary targets (denoted as PTV70) is 70 Gy. In the contralateral neck, low risk nodal chains (PTV60) were to be treated to 60 Gy, while higher risk nodal areas (PTV64) were prescribed to 64 Gy. Detailed dosimetric requirements for target volume homogeneity and other requirements are described in the example. Organs-at-risk (OAR) or critical normal structures included the brainstem, spinal cord, mandible and parotids. The skin surface and tissue outside of all OARs were designated as unspecified normal tissues.
Both normal and target definitions were based on contours drawn on images from CT and MR with the patient immobilized using an alpha cradle and thermoplastic mask. The IMRT plan developed for this case included five coplanar beam fields that were arranged axially around the patient with equal spacing. Each 6 MV field was subdivided into 1 × 1 cm 2 beamlets (a total of 1023 beamlets). Approximately 30 000 dose calculation points were randomly distributed throughout the various target and normal tissue structures. Dose calculations were performed using the aforementioned convolution/superposition algorithm with density corrections based on CT number. Limiting the maximum rectal dose below 75 Gy in addition to satisfying five point dose-volume criteria Level 2
Uniform irradiation of prostate PTV to +/− 5% Level 3
Escalation of PTV mean dose to 90 Gy Level 4
Minimization of overall bladder dose
Results
Basic functionality of the LO method
The basic behaviour of LO-based inverse planning is illustrated in figure 1 for a simple prostate example involving a PTV (prostate) and two neighbouring critical organs (rectum and bladder). For this first example, the physician identified the planning goals and prioritized them to four different levels (table 1(A)).
Figure 1(A) shows five sets of DVH plots obtained from each level of optimization. Prior to each optimization, the dose distributions were initialized with randomly chosen beamlet intensities and the corresponding DVH is shown as level 0. The first level optimization problem simply applied a uniformity planning goal for the PTV (i.e., make the target uniformity ±5% of a nominal mean dose). Since optimization was exclusively performed for the PTV without having competing structures or dosimetric goals, this uniformity criterion could be readily achieved. Consequently, the bladder and rectum showed slight changes in DVHs. However, these changes were considered irrelevant since their doses were not optimized at this level. Before proceeding to the subsequent optimization level, the achieved PTV uniformity was constrained. At the second level, the target dose distribution was further optimized, aiming to escalate the target (mean) dose to 90 Gy while the first level result ( ±5% uniformity) was kept unchanged. The PTV DVH from the second level optimization shows that the goals of the dose escalation as well as the uniformity were also fully achieved. The third level optimization constrained the results for the PTV and also minimized the rectal dose by means of five dose-volume planning criteria, i.e., the rectal volume receiving greater than 65, 70, 75, 80 and 85.2 Gy of dose should be less than 50, 35, 25, 15 and 0%, respectively. Without compromising the prior PTV results, the third level optimization achieved all of the dose-volume criteria except the (85 Gy, 0%) criterion for which a slight improvement was also observed-a decrease in volume from 3.4% to 2.8% receiving 85 Gy or greater. After converting the rectum results into five new individual constraints, finally, a general goal of reducing dose to the bladder was pursued by minimizing its mean dose. The mean dose of bladder before and after the final optimization was found to be ∼37.9 and ∼28.6 Gy, respectively, showing significant dose sparing. A solution generated after addressing all planning goals for all levels represents the final planning solution (level 4).
It is important to point out that when multiple conflicting goals are pursued in the LO-based optimization, the achievement levels of the higher priority goals always dominate those of the lower priority goals. This is due to the fact that optimized results from the higher levels set hard constraint boundaries that limit the solution pool searchable by the subsequent low-level optimizations. For example, the final solution shown in figure 1(A) will be different if the most important clinical issue were keeping the anterior rectal wall dose <75 Gy. The consequence of this new prioritization can be demonstrated by adding a new highest-level goal that keeps the anterior rectal wall dose <75 Gy, as in table 1(B). Figure 1(B) shows the final DVHs based on this new priority order. The result is plotted together with that following the original order (table 1(A)) for comparison. The result from the new priority order shows that the rectum max dose goal was fully achieved (∼75 Gy). However, this achievement was followed by an expensive tradeoff for the lower-priority target dose goals. For example, when the target mean dose was escalated with a set goal of 90 Gy while constrained by the rectal dose limit of 75 Gy, the highest mean dose achievable was found to be ∼78.4 Gy. These two goals are clearly competing, and the one placed on a higher priority will dominate the achievement level for the other. If some planning goals do not show distinctive priorities, they should be grouped together in a single level and optimized simultaneously, seeking for a middle ground in terms of the goal achievements.
Head and neck IMRT case
The intuitive nature of the LO approach is further demonstrated with the planning of a realistic head/neck IMRT case.
The main treatment protocol is the delivery of high doses to the various planning target volumes (PTVs) with the exclusion of non-involved tissue structures as much as possible. This case involves primary tumours that are confined to one side of the head/neck (see figure 2) . The ipsilateral jugular nodes, containing clinical or radiological evidence of metastases, are also included in the primary target volumes, which are prescribed a dose of 70 Gy (this planning target volume is denoted as PTV70). Due to the strong link between local recurrence and the first echelon nodes with perineural invasion (Eisbruch et al 2004) , these nodal areas are considered high risk and treated with 64 Gy (hence, PTV64). In the contralateral neck, left and right lymph node chains at risk of subclinical metastases were Planning criteria for salivary (parotid) glands Parotids Mean dose should be <26 Gy identified as secondary targets and prescribed to 60 Gy (PTV60). For each of these clinical target volumes (CTVs), a PTV was defined using the current CTV-PTV margin applied in our clinic (3 mm for patients treated with daily on-line imaging and repositioning (Marsh et al 1997) ). Other target volume dose homogeneity and minimum/maximum dose limitations were also specified, as described in just as the physician typically does in the clinic. For this example, we use our present clinical head/neck protocol guidelines, as they clearly delineate the priority of the various goals. As illustrated in figure 3 , the prevention of overdosing of OARs and/or underdosing of PTVs are considered the most important goals to achieve, therefore constituting the first priority level. Maintaining the uniformity of dose within each of the PTVs is pursued in the second level. The third priority level goal is to force the mean dose to one or both parotids below the 26 Gy threshold dose, if possible. Finally, although only an implicit part of the planning protocol, the final level of priority is to minimize the dose to each normal tissue, including the non-specified normal tissue. Figure 4 shows the DVHs obtained with the LO-based optimization for the head and neck IMRT example. A total of 23 planning goals specified for this particular case are categorized into four different priority levels. Since these goals are primarily based on dose statistics and dose-volume metrics (table 2), optimizations were performed using dose-based (specifically, mean dose) and dose-volume objectives only. (Note that the use of the LO method is not limited to dosimetric metrics and can be used with a wide range of planning metrics including biological-models, as demonstrated in section 3.4.) The DVH plots as a function of optimization level illustrate the gradual process of the LO-based planning. In all of the plots, DVH curves highlighted in thicker lines correspond to particular structures that are specifically involved in optimization. In figure 5 , changes in the plan's dosimetric metrics that are directly involved in optimization are illustrated as the LO-method proceeds from the initial down to the final levels.
The first optimization level searched for a solution that makes the entire tissue volume (100%) receive doses below the maximum tolerable limits for the OAR and the normal tissue structures as well as fully delivering the prescription doses to the three target volumes. Since the target doses are prescribed to the minimum (min) doses of the PTVs in this particular protocol, the DVH objectives were minimized to assure that 100% of the target volumes receive doses greater than the prescribed doses. In this level, the multiple (11 goals in this case) objectives were summed together with each having a unity weight and then minimized until an optimal solution was found. Although the target and OAR goals could potentially compete with each other, the dosimetric results in figure 4(A) show that a plan solution that satisfies all of the first level goals exists. All OAR and normal tissues receive dose below the limit (73.5 Gy), with doses of 44.4, 53.7 and 34.8 Gy for the spinal cord, brainstem and lips, respectively. Min doses to PTV60, PTV64 and PTV70 are found to be 60, 64.1 and 70 Gy, respectively. In order to keep the achieved results unchanged for the subsequent levels of optimization, the objective functions were then turned into hard constraints with each boundary set by its optimized function value before proceeding to the second level. The second level optimization addresses uniformities of the target dose distributions. Uniform distributions are achieved by penalizing high doses given to the PTVs above the maximum limits while keeping the min dose results from the first level constant. The specified uniformity in the present protocol is below 10% of the prescription (min) doses given to the less than 0.5 % of the target volumes. The second level optimization results ( figure 4(B) ) show that approximately 3, 21 and 11% of PTV70, PTV64 and PTV60 are given higher than the upper dose limits (77, 70.4 and 66 Gy) and the actual max doses were found 79.4, 74.5 and 68.7 Gy, respectively. Although the prescribed uniformity could not be fully achieved, the results were accepted given that these results cannot be further improved without compromising the higher priority results. It is worth noticing from figures 4(B) and 5 that the optimization results from the first level are tightly constrained while the second level planning goals are being optimized.
After converting the uniformity objectives into constraints, organ sparing for the contralateral (patient-left) parotid is attempted by minimizing the mean parotid dose below 26 Gy ( figure 4(C) ). Figure 5 also indicates that the mean dose has been reduced significantly from ∼41.4 Gy to ∼25.9 Gy before and after the third level optimization. The constant level dotted lines in figure 5 again indicate that the dosimetric results for all other structures are tightly held unchanged.
Finally, at the fourth optimization level, a general goal of dose reduction was pursed for all non-target structures ( figure 4(D) ). This goal was achieved by minimizing the mean doses for the non-target tissues (eight structures in this case). As illustrated in figure 5 , decreases in the mean doses are most significant (over ∼10 Gy) for oral cavity, mandible and lips, moderate (over ∼5 Gy) for spinal cord, brainstem and rt-parotid, and relatively small for lt-parotid and unspecified normal tissues. The final dose distributions achieved are shown in figure 6.
Algorithmic performance
In the present system, the LO method is implemented with a gradient-based search algorithm (SQP). This gradient-based algorithm exhibits an extremely high convergence speed and therefore produces an IMRT plan solution in a practical timeframe. Algorithmic performances measured for the head/neck case (table 3) clearly demonstrate the reasonable time required to use the LO method for clinical cases. The table shows optimization time needed for each level ranges from 26 to 217 s and increases as the method proceeds down to lower levels. This is due to increases in the number of constraints and in the time required to calculate the corresponding Jacobian matrixes. With increasing level number, it was also observed that SQP required more iterations as well as more function calls before it converges and finds an optimal and feasible solution.
Preceding conditions (upper level) Subsequent inquiry (lower level)
"Given that …" Constrained objectives or goals "What is the best achievable … ?" Unconstrained objectives or goals "Given that …" Constrained objectives or goals "What is the best achievable … ?" Unconstrained objectives or goals 
Clinical decision support
In radiotherapy planning, many clinical questions can be posed as a combination of the preceding constraints and the subsequent inquiry. The LO method can provide an efficient way of addressing them since the method uses both constraints and objectives to implement the objective prioritization. For example, one may choose a bi-level prioritization strategy to assess clinical questions by placing the preceding constraints at the upper level and the subsequent inquiry at the lower level, as illustrated in figure 7 .
A decision-support role for the LO method can be illustrated using the head and neck case described earlier. In this case, the goal of sparing the parotid glands was attempted in order to prevent xerostomia. Since a large amount of irradiation to the parotid glands typically cannot be avoided, how parotid sparing affects target coverage or critical tissue toxicity can be very useful information. A series of clinical questions can be posed to help assess parotid involvement. For example, one may inquire: (i) while the local tumour control is pursued, can both parotids can be spared? (ii) if not, can at least one parotid be protected? and (iii) if not, what would be the least damaging tradeoff of other important planning criteria that improves the parotid condition?
For this example, it has been already shown in figure 4(C) that the third level optimization can result in adequate sparing of the (contralateral) lt-parotid (<26 Gy mean dose), which answers question (ii). In order to find a definitive answer for question (i), one can perform the following optimization in a bi-level LO setting: the preceding constraints (e.g., the min and max dose constraints for the tumour volumes and the OAR, respectively) optimized at the upper priority and the subsequent inquiry performed using the mean dose criteria for both paranoid glands. This bi-level LO optimization resulted in mean doses of 56.5 and 27.8 Gy for rt-parotid and lt-parotid, respectively (as shown in figure 8 ), a failure of organ sparing for both parotid glands. Based on this information, one can easily reach a conclusion that, for this particular patient and beam geometry, it is sensible to pursue sparing of one (the contralateral) gland only and look for potential benefits of sparing other OAR tissues.
Another example of the LO-based decision support can be shown using a dose escalation protocol. Since escalating the target doses is directly competing against sparing the OAR and normal tissue doses, information about the highest achievable target doses that concurrently provide adequate protections for all critical tissues can be useful in determining the treatment dose. The LO method can provide this information by addressing dose constraints for OAR and normal tissues at the upper level and maximizing of the target doses at the lower level.
Results in figures 9(A) and (B) illustrate an example use of LO to investigate dose escalation for the head/neck case. The safety of the critical structures (lt-parotid, cord and brainstem in this particular example) was first ensured by nominal NTCP limits (30, 5 and 5%, respectively) at the upper level. In addition, homogeneity criteria for the three target volumes (−5%/+10% deviations from the mean doses of the targets) were included at the same level. In the absence of the dose escalation criteria for the targets, the upper level optimization readily found a solution that satisfies all of the NTCP goals for the lt-parotid, cord and brainstem (resulting in ∼7.8, 1.0, and 0.0%) and the homogeneity goal with values well below the −5%/+10% limits. Subsequently, the mean target doses were escalated by maximizing them at the lower level. A comparison between target results in figures 9(A) and (B) shows that the mean doses can be significantly increased up to ∼69.0, 74.3 and 78.4 Gy for PTV60, PTV64 and PTV70, respectively from their initial values (∼60 Gy). As expected, the NTCP values for lt-parotid, cord and brainstem (30.0, 5.0 and ∼3.8 %, respectively) as well as the target dose uniformity were kept constrained below the prescribed limits during the mean dose maximization.
Discussion
The task of the physician attempting to optimize a treatment plan for an individual patient is complex, often requiring clinical decisions that balance and trade off the various potential benefits and toxicities which may be associated with any particular plan of radiation therapy. One of the main approaches (used in our clinic and many others) to cope with the large number of competing clinical issues in a given problem is to prioritize the clinical issues so that the most important issues are dealt with first, attempting to make compromises only on the less important issues while completely satisfying the more important ones. This reduces the complex problem from what to do about many different decisions to several smaller ones in which it is relatively easy (or easier, at least) to state the relative importance of the various issues. Given this kind of decision-making process, it becomes intuitive to use the lexicographic ordering method to optimize the plan, since one can directly translate the priority-based decision-making into the ordered consecutive optimizations. In LO, as illustrated in section 3.1, planning issues or goals placed in a higher level always dominate the achievements of others placed in lower levels-i.e., the higher priority goals are extremely favoured over the lower ones. Although this feature of LO helps make difficult decision problems manageable, it is important not to overachieve the high priority goals. One must set the optimization parameters (e.g., PTV min/max doses, OAR max doses and various DVH points) to values that are clinically relevant, thereby leaving enough search space for subsequent levels of optimization. When optimization results in the lower priority levels are not acceptable, a planner may choose to compromise the plan quality that is dominated by the higher priority goals. In such cases, quantitative information characterizing the tradeoff space for goals at different priorities may be highly desirable. In order to obtain such information, perhaps, a hybrid approach of the Pareto (described in section 1) and LO methods could be utilized. For example, a progressive relaxation of the high priority constraint boundaries could sample different solution points on the tradeoff space curve-a similar concept is called the e-constraint approach in multicriteria optimization. The feasibility of the constraint boundary relaxation has been demonstrated for IMRT planning by Alber et al (2002) . Unlike the present Pareto approach (Craft et al 2005 (Craft et al , 2006 , the constraint relaxation has a potential of generating evenly distributed solution points in design (or function) parameter space. Our experiences with LO have shown us that (a) constraints in general IMRT problems can be either actively or inactively binding and (b) some constraints are so important that a planner may prefer not to trade with other goals. Incorporating local sensitivity (e.g., Lagrange multiplier (Alber 2002) ) and planner's preferences in a strategic manner, one should be able to reduce the number of constraints/objectives to ones that are only relevant to clinical decisions. Consequently, this will limit the dimension of the tradeoff space, hence making the computation of the space more practical.
Direct comparison of the LO method to results of weighted sum cost function methods is a difficult task, and is not included in this report. The biggest problem with such a comparison is the usual difficulty for comparison of different optimization methods: since the stated goals of the optimization are determined mainly by the priority scheme (for LO) and by the cost function (for the weighted sum method), the goals of the two different methods are in general different, and so the plans resulting from the two optimizations ought to be different. The point of this LO report is not to show that it achieves 'better' plans or converges 'faster' than use of weighted sum cost functions. Rather, this is another method which allows statement of the optimization problem in a different way, one which may be more intuitive to the physician and planner, and may more easily allow them to define the problem in such a way that they more easily achieve a plan which is acceptable to them. Study of this issue is on-going, and will be addressed in another manuscript.
Conclusions
IMRT optimization problems are multicriteria in nature. To address this issue, a multicriteria optimization strategy called lexicographic ordering has been implemented. Our experiences show that this LO method can facilitate an efficient articulation of individual planning goal preferences (or priorities) for IMRT planning and make complex multicriteria problems manageable by explicitly prohibiting objective tradeoffs between different priority levels.
The objective prioritization exhibited by the LO method generally reflects our intuitive mental process of making decisions to handle multiple and/or potentially conflicting planning goals. This study demonstrates that the method can be successfully used for planning clinical IMRT cases with clinically relevant metrics such as DVH, dose statistics and biological models. Although further study is necessary, it appears that this LO method can provide significant help to the planner who needs to make a sequence of decisions progressively en route toward an optimal plan solution in an intuitive and efficient manner.
